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CANCELLATION IN DIRECT SUMS OF GROUPS

ELBERT A. WALKER1

1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to consider the fol-

lowing question for groups. // F®G = F'®H and F^F', when is

G=H? It is easy to see that for G to be isomorphic to H some addi-

tional hypothesis must be given. For example let C<, * = 1, 2, 3, • • •

be cyclic of order two. Let F = C2®C3®Ci® ■ ■ • , let G = &, let

F = Ci®Ct@Cs® • • • , and let H=&®Ci®Cii® • • • . Clearly
F® G = F'®H and F^F', yet G not ^H. One hypothesis that is sug-

gested by this example is to require that F be finitely generated. In

fact, in Kaplansky's book, Infinite Abelian groups, p. 13, the author

asks the following question for Abelian groups, called Test Problem

III. IfF®G = F'®H, FSÉF, and F is finitely generated, is G^H? The
main results of this paper are theorems from which Test Problem III

follows as a corollary.

2. Notations. The additive notation for groups will be used. The

symbol F®G will denote the direct sum of the two groups F and G.

The commutator subgroup of a group G will be denoted by Q{G). The

symbol {S} will denote the group generated by the set 5 of elements.

The order of an element g of G will be written o(g), and o (S) will de-

note the number of elements in the set 5. The infinite cyclic group

will be represented by C, and the cyclic group of order « by C(n). The

symbol Z(G) will denote the center of the group G.

3. Definitions. Suppose F®G = F'®H. The set of F components

of the elements of F' will be denoted by Fi, and the set of F corn-
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ponents of the elements of H will be denoted by Ft. The sets Gi, G2,

F[, F2, Hi, and H2 are defined analogously. All these sets are normal

subgroups of F®G.

4. Theorem. If F®G = F®H then F+H=F®G2 = F{ ®H.

Proof. It is easy to see that F+H=F®((F+H)i\G). Let g be in

(F+H)f\G. Then g=f+h with/in Fand h in H. But h=f2+g2 with
ft in F2 and g2 in G2. Hence g=f+f2+g2. Since any element can be

written in exactly one way as the sum of an element of F and one of

G, it follows that/+/2 = 0 and g=g2. Thus (F+H)r\GQG2. Let g2 be

any element of G2. Then (f+g2) is in H for some / in F. Then

-f+if+gî)=g2 is in G2 so that G2QF+H. Hence GiQ(F+H)nG,
and we get F+H=F®G2. Similarly F+H=F{ ®H.

5. Theorem. IfF®G = F®H, then F/(Fr\H)^F{, andH/(Fr\H)
^G2.

Proof. Project F onto its F' components. The range of this projec-

tion is F{ and the kernel is FC\H. Hence F/{FC\H)^F{. Similarly

H/{FC\H)^G2.

6. Theorem. If F®G = F®H, F&F, and F is finite then G^H.

Proof. By §4, F+H=F®G2 = F{ ®H. If F(~\H=0, then F®H
exists and F®H = F{ ®H, so that F^Fi. Since F is finite and

FSáF, it follows that F{ =F' and F®H=F'®H=F®G. Hence
G^H. If FC\Hj¿0, we proceed by induction on o(F)=o(F'). If

o(F) = l the theorem is obvious. Since F®G = F'®H we get that

F/{Fr\H) ®G^F®H/(Fi\H). F^F and H/(FC\H)^G2 by §5 im-
plies that F/(Fr\H)®G^F®G2 = F{ ®H. By 5, F/{Ff\H)^F{ and
since FC\H^Q, it follows that o(F{)<o(F). Hence our induction

hypothesis implies that G-=H.2

7. Theorem. If F®G = F'®H, F^F'^C, and G is Abelian, then
G^H.

Proof. Let P be the projection (f'+h)P=f, where/' is in F and

h is in H. Then P is a homomorphism of G into F with kernel

Gi~\H. If GP = 0, then GÇH and since G is a direct summand of a

group containing ii, we get H=G®H' for some group H'. Hence

F®G = F®G®H' and F^F®H'. Since FíáF'<=¿C, it follows that
i7' = 0 and G=/i. If GP^O then GP is infinite cyclic, so that

G/(Gi\H)^C, from which follows that G^{GC\H)®C since G is

2 Bjarni Jonsson has informed me that this result follows from Theorem 3.11 in

the book Direct Decomposition of Finite Algebraic Systems, by Jonsson and Tarski.
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Abelian. The group H is also Abelian so by symmetry we may as-

sume H^(Hi\G)®C. Hence G^H.

8. Corollary (Kaplansky's Test Problem III). If F@G = F'@H,
F^lF' and F is finitely generated, and F and G are Abelian, then G=H.

Proof. Since F is Abelian and finitely generated it is the direct

sum of a finite group and a finite number of infinite cyclic groups.

Clearly it suffices to prove G=H for the two cases F finite and F

infinite cyclic. But these two cases are proved in §§6 and 7. Hence §8

follows.

9. Corollary. The decomposition of a finitely generated Abelian group

into indecomposable summands is unique up to isomorphism.

Proof. Let Fi®F2® ■ ■ ■ ®Fm = F{ ®F2' ® ■ ■ ■ ®Fn' be two de-

compositions of a finitely generated Abelian group into indecom-

posable summands. Then each Ft and Fi is cyclic of prime power

order or infinite cyclic. We induct on m. If m = 1, then §9 follows be-

cause Fi and F¿ are indecomposable. Suppose the left side has an

infinite cyclic summand. Then so does the right. Let for convenience

these two summands be Fi and F{. Then by §7, F2®F3® ■ ■ ■ ®Fm

^F2 ®F3 ® ■ ■ ■ ®Fn and by the induction hypothesis §9 follows.

Now we may assume all the summands on the left side are finite.

Let Fi be a summand of maximal prime power order, say pr. Hence

Fi has an element/,- of order pr. Furthermore/< =// +f2 + • • • +/„'

and some// is of order pr. If £»(//) <o(F¡) then the right side has an

element of order p' with r<s and the left does not. Hence o(F¡)

= o(Fi) and by §6 and the induction hypothesis we are done.

10. Theorem. // F®G = F'®H, then the following are true:

(a) Q(F1)QFnF'.
(b) Q(F2)QFC\H.
(c) Q(F) = Q(F1)®Q(F2).
(d) Q(F)=Q(F{)®Q(H1).

Proof. The proof is straightforward and routine, so is omitted.

11. Theorem. // F®G = F'®H, F^F'^C, then the following are

true:

(a) Q(G)=Q(H).
(b) G/Q(G)^H/Q(H).
(c) The group G is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of H of finite

index in H. In fact G^H or G^H2.
(d) Thejgroup H is isomorphic to a normal subgroup of G of finite

index in G. In fact H=G or H=G2.
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(e) If Z(G) is torsion then G=H. (In particular, if G is finite or if

Z(G)=0, then G^H.)

(f) IfQ(G)=GthenG£îH.

Proof, (a) Using §10 applied to G and if and the fact that F and

F' are Abelian, we get that Q(G) = Q(G2) and Q(H)=Q(H2). But
Q(G) = Q(Ft)®Q(H2)=Q(H2) implies Q(G) = Q(H).

(b) Since Q(G)=Q(H) we get F®G/Q(G)^F'®H/Q(H). The
groups G/Q(G) and H/Q(H) are Abelian. By §7, G/Q(G)^H/Q(H).

(c)—(d) Let F= {/} and F' - {nf + g}. Then /= (mnf + mg)

-\-((l—mn)f—mg), with mnf+mg in F' and ((l—mn)f—mg) in iï.

If « = 0 then F'ÇZG. In that case G = F'®G', for some G'. Thus

F®F'®G' = F'®Hand so H^F®G'^F'®G'. Hence G^H. U m = 0
then FÇiî, and similarly we get G^H. U mn = l then FÍMI=0 and

the projection of iîonto G2 is an isomorphism. Since {G2, g} =G, and

mg is in C72, it follows that the index of G2 in G is finite. If mn^l and

raw 5^0, then FÍMI = 0 because o(f) is infinite and so the F' compo-

nent of no nonzero element of F is 0. As in the previous case, H=G2.

By symmetry we may likewise show that G=H or G=H2. Thus

(c) and (d) are proved.

(e) In proving (c) and (d) it was shown that either G=H or F(~\H

= 0. If Fr\H = 0 then since ((i—mn)f—mg) is the H component of

/, it follows that o(g) is infinite. But F'= {nf+g} implies that g is in

Z(G). Thus if Z(G) is torsion, Fr\H?¿0 and G^H.

(f) If Q(G) = G, then by (b), Q(H) =H. Using (a), we get G = H.

12. Remark. Professor W. R. Scott constructed the interesting ex-

ample given in the next theorem.

13. Theorem. There exist groups G and H such that G not ^H,

yet F®G = F'®Hwith F^F'^C.

Proof. Let Gr\H= {x} with llx=0. Let G be the extension of

Gf~\H by the automorphism A such that xA = 2x. That is, G = {x, y}

where -y+x+y = 2x and G/(GiMT)^{y}^C. Let H be the exten-

sion of GCMI by the automorphism A such that xA = 8x. That is,

H={x, z) where -z+x-l-z = 8x and H/(Gr\H)^{z)^C. Now let

F={7y+z}, F'= {y + 3z}, and z+y=y+z. It is straightforward to

prove that the groups just defined have the desired properties.

14. Theorem. If F®G = F'®H, F^F', F is indecomposable, and

Q(F) = F,thenG^H.

Proof. By §10(c), Q(F)=Q(Fi) ®Q(F2). Since F is indecomposable,

Q(F) = Q(F0 and Q(F2) =0, or Q(F)=Q(F2) and Q(F{) =0. In the first
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case FQF' and by §10(d), F = Q(F) = Q(F{). Since F^F' is inde-
composable and F = Q(F) = Q(F{ ) ® Q{F{ ) it follows that F=F' and
that G^H. Similarly if Q(F) =Q(F2) and Q(FX) =0 then G^H.

15. Corollary. 7/ F0G = F'®H, F^F' and F is simple, then G^H.

Proof. If F is non-Abelian, §15 follows from §14. If F is Abelian

§15 follows from §6.

16. Concluding remarks. The theorems given in §§4, 5, and 6 can

be generalized to operator groups. In §6, instead of requiring in the

operator group case that F be finite, one requires that F have only a

finite number of admissible subgroups. Kaplansky's Test Problem III

may be extended to modules over principal ideal rings, and if F is

torsion, to modules over Dedekind rings. The proof given in §9 of the

uniqueness of the decomposition of finitely generated Abelian groups

is, in this writer's opinion, a much better proof than has existed here-

tofore.
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